
Care of your XJ saloon or XJS

1.  When starting the engine, NEVER rev it over 1000rpm until the oil pressure has risen
and steadied. Virtually all engine wear takes place at start-up and is enormously
worsened at high revs with no oil pressure. Specifically, do not rev the engine just after
it has fired. Avoid running the engine for short (i.e. less than 10 min) periods since
condensation build-up in the engine & exhaust is not boiled off in that time leading to
sludgy “salad cream” oil, damage to the cylinder heads, and the extra rich mixture
needed to start the engine washes oil off the cylinder bores increasing wear. If you need
to start the engine briefly try to let it run on for another 10 minutes.

2. When driving off with a cold engine, allow 15 minutes of driving before using full
power or exceeding 3000rpm. This is because the engine, transmission and differential
need to have their oils warm before they are fully protected. This takes some time.

3. Never apply full steering lock such that the steering wheel won’t turn any more – just
back off a little. At full steering wheel extremes the load applied by the power steering
pump is enormous (it’s trying to push the wheels off the car!) and this damages the
pump, its drive belts, its pipes and slows or stops the engine.

4. Don’t steer the front wheels when the car is stationary because again this puts an enormous load
on the system which shortens its life. Just allow a little forward or backward motion while
steering or manoeuvring.

5. Ensure coolant is changed every 3 years regardless of use. This is because the coolant
should contain anti-corrosion chemicals which degrade with time and which are vital in
stopping the mixture of alloy and iron in the engine from corroding. Please note that
KWE usually fits long life (5 year) red coolant (please check with us) which must
not be topped up with ordinary green or blue antifreeze. Red long-life antifreeze can
be obtained from Halfords amongst others. Ratio of antifreeze to water should be 1:3.

6. Ensure brake fluid is replaced every 2 – 3 years. This is because brake fluid absorbs
water and ultimately allows rust to develop in the brake callipers, and causes boiling of
the fluid under extreme braking. This then leads to complete brake failure (just when
you need it!) until the fluid has cooled.

7. Ensure paintwork is never subjected to nylon or other harsh cleaning materials such as
automatic car washes. These cause scratching and dulling of the paintwork. The
aggressive cleaning agents used also damage the paint.

8. Ensure paintwork and chrome is waxed – this gives much longer life and protects from
rust to an extent. Properly waxed paintwork does not need to be washed frequently, and
it can be argued that every washing event will introduce some degree of scratching to
the paint.

9. When changing alloy wheels ensure that wheel nuts are tightened to 60lbft max. Over-
tightening will damage the alloy wheels and make it difficult or impossible to remove
the nuts at the roadside. Most tyre service stations use over 90lbft to tighten wheels nuts
which is vastly excessive.

10. Clean and feed the leather with a high quality leather care product such as Gliptone in
order to retain the leather’s suppleness and minimise cracking.



11. Use the airconditioning all year round to keep it in good working order. The refrigerant
leaks out much faster if the compressor is not run much. But don’t use cooling with the
roof down on a convertible – the extra strain will shorten the system’s life. The system
is fully automatic and we recommend leaving the temperature setting to 70degF, (left
hand knob pushed in on later cars, or A/C ‘ON’ on very late cars) and the fan speed to
mid or auto. The system will heat or cool as quickly as it can to get to the desired
temperature. Turning the temperature control knob to max or min will NOT make the
system cool or heat faster – it will merely alter the point at which the system stops
heating or cooling.

12. Use the handbrake regularly (rather than just using Park). This keeps the mechanism
free and avoids the need to replace the handbrake callipers – an expensive operation.
Also ensure handbrake is not left on when driving off – easily done especially on the
powerful V12, and on the XJS because of its fly-off handbrake lever which is in the
down position whether the brake is on or off.

13. Ensure tyre pressures are correct – we recommend:
· XJ6:  Front: 33psi (2.3Bar) Rear: 32psi (2.2Bar)
· XJ12:  Front: 36psi (2.5Bar) Rear: 32psi (2.2Bar)
· XJS 3.6/4.0: Front: 32psi (2.2Bar) Rear: 34psi (2.3Bar)
· XJS 5.3/6.0: Front: 34psi (2.3Bar) Rear: 34psi (2.3Bar)

For maximum comfort but only at speeds less than 100mph (160km/h) these pressures
 can be reduced by 6psi (0.4Bar).

14.  Bonnet Closing:
· Series 3 saloon: Close the bonnet by slamming with a strong force at the centre of

its rear edge. If the bonnet is shut by its sides it will distort and damage the wing
paintwork – and may not close properly. If the bonnet jams with one side not
latched, a firm, sharp push on the radiator grille towards the rear of the car may free
it.

· XJS 1975 – 1994: Close bonnet by lowering it gently down, then pulling cabin lever
to clamp it shut. DO NOT SLAM.

· XJS 1994 on: Slam shut as for Series 3 above.

15. Battery life:
A brand new battery, fully charged, will only retain sufficient charge to start the engine
for about 40 days, less in cold weather, with normal full-time drains. Older batteries
could have less than half this capacity. The drain is caused by remote locking systems,
alarms, trip computer and radio memory – not to mention lights left on – especially the
boot. We recommend that if the car is to be left for more than a month then the battery
be disconnected – or we can fit a disconnect switch.
A battery that is left to discharge to nothing, even once, is permanently damaged and
never recovers its full capacity. If repeatedly discharged it will become useless.
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